
Resolution GA/3/2.1

General Assembly Third Committee

Co-sponsors: Federative Republic of Brazil, Canada, Kingdom of Denmark, Republic of Ecuador,
Republic of El Salvador, Federal republic of Germany, Republic of Ghana, Republic of Guyana, Republic of
India, Republic of Iraq, State of Israel, Republic of Italy, Japan, Republic of Madagascar, Republic of Malta,
United Mexican States, Kingdom of Morocco, Kingdom of Norway, Republic of Peru, Slovak Republic,
Republic of South Africa, Kingdom of Sweden

Topic: Elimination of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related
Intolerance

Deeply regretting past discrimination and racism,

Fully aware of the lack of education relating to racism, sub stereotypes, online and systemic racism,

Encouraging the elimination of racism in minorities,

Taking into account the strides made to overcome racism,

Deeply concerned with the fact that many people are suffering due to political racism,

Fully alarmed that minorities often experience police brutality,

Aware of racism, xenophobia, and other forms of discrimination,

Education on Racism

1. Strongly advises conversations between teachers, parents, and students within communities to

educate tolerance of all genders, races, and religions
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2. Requests that schools create programs that encourage diversity, such as foreign exchange

programs, or specialized curriculums;

3. Strongly advises that people are educated through advertisements such as books, art, and pop

culture  to educate others on racism and stereotypes;

4. Strongly suggests that issues regarding racism and xenophobia should be taught;

Integration of Racism, Cultures, and Religions

5. Encourages media campaigns and conventions to promote racial diversity;

6. Designates official call numbers and calendar dates to allow people to share their stories on

racial discrimination;

Elimination of Racial Sub-Stereotypes and Systemic Racism

7. Further requests that countries raise awareness on discrimination and xenophobia;

8. Notes that respectful conversations should be made in community centers about all cultures,

races, and religions;

Negative and Positive Impacts of Government Involvement in Racism and Selective Police
Brutality

9. Strongly recommends decreasing the pay gap between minorities and majorities.

10. Encourages equal employment for all genders and colors and educate children or businesses that

are owned by people of color.
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